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Smaller cruise lines
interim performance review
Harrowing results, sombre prospects, but opportunities abound
Despite their
unsurprisingly
calamitous interim
performance results,
smaller ocean cruise
operators appear to
have responded to the
crisis radically
differently from the
larger players. While
some have fallen by
the wayside, others
have seized the rare
opportunity to renew
their fleets and move
up the value chain.
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L

ike their bigger contemporaries,
the smaller, independent,
upscale and expedition brands
have seen their incomes falling
off a cliff in a shocking and
dramatic fashion.
Considering their sizes, their losses
seem particularly damaging. While bigger
cruise lines are forced to sell off some of
their assets in order to shore up their
finances and shrink their fleet sizes to cut
costs, the only option for some smaller
cruise lines is to fold, as in the cases of
CMV, Blount Small Ship Adventures, and
Jalesh Cruises.
There is little or no prospect of
profitability in the short to medium term
while they collectively struggle for survival.
But the sector is far from capitulation.
Every crisis is an opportunity. Quality
second-hand cruise ships are now both
available and affordable. Several players
have been able to acquire desirable
tonnage to replenish and renew their fleets.
In the process, they have been able to
expand and move into the luxury end of the
market, a feat that would have been
impossible were it not for the current crisis.
Others have been hording vessels with
a view to starting up new cruise ventures in
the future. Opportunities are spotted

everywhere. Already, against all odds, a new
cruise line was launched during the crisis, in
the guise of an old-brand revival, with a fleet
of new ships being purpose-built.
Amidst these ostensibly counterintuitive
activities reigns the dismal reality of a
business in crisis.

Revenue deficiency
Without exception, though to varying
degrees, all the available reports have
indicated steep drops in interim revenues.
The falls were so sharp that they
occasioned many pessimistic prognoses
about the sector’s future.
In the case of Saga plc, the group’s
overall revenue for the first six months of the
current financial year fell by 51.4%, from
£395.9 million to £192.4 million, mainly due
to the widespread suspension of its travel
businesses, of which cruise was a key part.
Compared to the same period in 2019,
its cruise revenue fell by as much as 61.3%,
above the group’s average, from £42.1
million to £16.3 million. These figures
covered a brief period in the beginning of
the year, when some cruise operations were
still taking place.
Because the suspension continued, the
figures for the full year will be worse still.
There is simply no prospect of cruise-related
revenue for the remainder of 2020 other
than from asset disposals, which for Saga is
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unlikely, as it has already sold all of its old
ships.
Saga’s nearest peer, the UK-marketfocused Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines, suffered
a huge drop in revenue in the first nine
months of the current financial year, falling
by 73.7% compared to the same period in
the previous year. For the last two quarters,
the line carried no passengers at all.
For the same nine-month period,
Lindblad Expeditions Holdings suffered a
69.3% fall in its total tour revenue. Its
performance began to weaken in the first
quarter of this year as the crisis began to
bite. With zero guest nights sold, its secondquarter revenue fell from $76.7 million for
the same period in the previous year to
minus $268,000. In the third quarter,
Lindblad saw its revenue shrink by $100
million, or 99%.
Before the arrival of Covid-19, both
Fred. Olsen and Lindblad had experienced
sturdy year-on-year revenue improvements.
So the pandemic can be blamed as the sole
cause of the current poor revenue
performances, the direct result of sharp falls
in the numbers of guest nights sold.
Lindblad and Fred. Olsen suffered drops of
71.5% and 74.8%, respectively, in
passenger cruise days for the first nine
months of 2020, compared to the same
period in 2019. In a shorter, six-month
period, Saga Cruises reported a 57.9%
contraction in passenger cruise days.
The situation is expected to worsen for
the full-year results. The only remedy is
therefore an early resumption of cruise
operations and a sustainable recovery in
passenger numbers. As they stand now,
these are still unlikely, at least in the short
term.

months of 2019 to a heart-stopping net loss
of nearly $70 million for the same period of
the current financial year. This cavernous
gap could become wider still in the
company’s forthcoming full-year review.
In fact, Lindblad has reported three
consecutive quarters of net losses, which

peaked during the second quarter at nearly
$40 million. The second quarter was
particularly difficult for Lindblad because it
sustained the full impact of Covid-19 and
had not yet had the opportunity to respond,
resulting in a $34.8 million operating loss
and a negative EBITDA of $25.5 million. In

Lindblad Expeditions Holdings nine-month tour revenues
(thousand US$)

Source: Lindblad Expeditions Holdings, Inc.

Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines nine-month revenues (million NOK)

Income erosions
Revenues and passenger numbers are
only two aspects of this multifaceted
account. What may be even more
disconcerting are the segment’s rapid
erosions of earnings and profitability. This is
where the narrative becomes truly
harrowing.
In a very short time, the otherwise
profitable and vibrant cruise operations
have all become deeply loss-making
businesses. The reported falls seem brutal
and disproportionate, especially in terms of
net incomes, which have quickly become
major net losses, completely wiping out
years of earnings. Inevitably, this brings into
question the very survival of these cruise
lines.
Lindblad’s net income fell from a
respectable $18.7 million in the first nine

Source: Bonheur ASA

Saga Cruises six-month revenues (million GBP)

Source: Saga plc
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the third quarter, these losses have
moderated, because of effective costcontrol measures introduced.
“The company moved quickly to
implement a comprehensive plan to mitigate
the impact of Covid-19 and preserve and
enhance its liquidity position,” stated
Lindblad Expeditions. “The company is
employing a variety of cost reduction and
cash preservation measures, while
accessing available capital under its existing
debt facilities and through the issuance of
preferred equity, while exploring additional
sources of capital and liquidity.”
Fred. Olsen’s nine-month net loss was
sharper still. The line had barely managed to
achieve interim profitability in recent years
before the arrival of the crisis. It would be
fair to conclude that its existence beyond
2020 would be doubtful were it not part of a
much bigger conglomerate. The same
could be said about Saga Cruises.

Cost management
Cost control has been a ray of light,
effective cost management a saving grace:
it has temporarily slowed the decline in a
business without tangible incomes.
Lindblad was able to reduce its thirdquarter operating expenses by as much as
64.7%, from $85.3 million in the same
period in 2019 to just $27.8 million. It is
hoped that this will be reduced further in the
fourth quarter of the year.
The efforts were relentless. “This past
quarter we continued to reduce our cost
structure while further enhancing our
financial position by raising additional
capital from a diversified group of long-term
investors,” said Sven-Olof Lindblad,
president and CEO of Lindblad
Expeditions.
Fred. Olsen’s cost-reduction exercise
included redundancy measures. In June,
the line confirmed that it was in consultation
over restructuring, which would mean staff
reductions. In August, it was announced
that, in order to streamline operations, about
a third of the line’s headquarters staff would
be made redundant.
Suspension of operations also meant
lowering operating costs, especially fuel
expenses. But other costs were incurred. In
the case of Fred. Olsen, the ship lay-up

Lindblad Expeditions Holdings nine-month guest nights sold

Source: Lindblad Expeditions Holdings, Inc.

Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines nine-month passenger days sold

For smaller, independent
cruise lines, this cocktail
could become lethal.
Source: Bonheur ASA
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Fred Olsen Jnr, chairman, Fred. Olsen Cruise
Lines.

Jason Montague, president and CEO, Regent
Seven Seas.

Sven-Olof Lindblad, president and CEO,
Lindblad Expeditions Holdings Inc.

costs weigh heavily on its account. “The
negative EBITDA in the [third] quarter is
mainly due to the monthly lay-up cost and
overhead of GBP 2.5 million for the old
fleet,” stated Fred. Olsen. “In addition, the
EBITDA reflects costs related to sales and
marketing, the two new vessels and some
project costs. The monthly lay-up cost and
overhead related to the renewed fleet is
estimated to be GBP 3.0 million.”

Instead of newbuilds, the pandemic
presented Fred. Olsen with an unmissable
opportunity to renew its ageing fleet by
acquiring two ships from Holland America
Line at favourable prices of NOK 741.8
million. At the same time, it was able to
retire two of its older ships: the 1972-built
Black Watch and 1973-built Boudicca. This
move should at least help the company
reduce per-unit operating costs upon

resuming operations. On the other hand, the
disposal of these two ships meant that the
company suffered a major asset
depreciation hit, totalling NOK 260 million,
compared to NOK 61 million for the same
period in the previous year.
Similarly, upon resumption, Saga will be
operating the youngest fleet in the cruise
industry, consisting of two brand-new ships.
This should bring down its per-unit
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operating cost significantly and increase the
profit margin.

Debt threat
In the midst of all these concerns over
diminishing revenues, vanishing profitability,
and cost controls, there lurked perhaps the
biggest threat of all: the rising level of longterm debts, on which the future survival of
the business hangs. Smaller, independent
cruise operators currently seem particularly
vulnerable, as the fates of CMV, Jalesh, and
Blount would attest.
By the end of the second quarter in the
current financial year, Lindblad, for example,
had increased its long-term debt (less
current portion) by more than 85%, from
$213.5 million at the end of 2019 to $395.6
million.
Before the crisis, the industry was quite
adept at debt management, by and large,
despite the massive newbuilding and other
expansion programmes. Well-paced and
anticipated debt-level rises were largely
untroublesome in a vibrant cruise business.
In recent months, this has changed. Debt
accruing is now out of control, primarily
because companies were forced to borrow
heavily to stay afloat. Combine this with a
stubborn absence of incomes, and a
dangerous cocktail is mixed.
For smaller, independent cruise lines,
this cocktail could become lethal. It might
be argued that major cruise groups could
rely on depleting their assets to service their
debts and leverage further borrowings.
Cruise lines like Saga and Fred. Olsen could
rely, at least partly, on their parent
companies for financial supports. In the
cases of Lindblad and CMV, for examples,
these options were not available. Lindblad,
as a listed company, could also rely on the
stock market and private investors for
raising funds, through such tools as issuing
shares and securities. These options have
been exercised repeatedly in recent months.
“We have taken a variety of proactive
measures to ensure that Lindblad is
sufficiently capitalised to withstand this
downturn and emerge in a position of
strength,” said Sven-Olof Lindblad. In
August, the company was able to enter into
an agreement with a group of private
investors for a placement of $85 million of
convertible preferred stock.
This was not an option for the likes of
CMV, Blount, and Jalesh. From a lender’s
point of view, their businesses were no
longer a going concern.
In times of such unprecedented crisis,
there is a limited arsenal available for
struggling cruise lines to combat the rising
22
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Saga Cruises six-month passenger cruise days sold

Source: Saga plc

Lindblad Expeditions Holdings nine-month operating incomes & EBITDA
(thousand US$)

Source: Lindblad Expeditions Holdings, Inc.
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level of debts, especially for smaller
operators with few or no assets to sell. Costcutting is the only weapon, as in the case of
Saga. “The new management team acted
quickly with decisive measures to
strengthen the balance sheet and reduce
debt,” the company stated. “Focused in
particular on the covenanted short-term
debt, we have reduced operating costs,
disposed of non-core assets, suspended
the dividend and now we are proposing the
Placing and Open offer. These measures will
significantly strengthen the Saga balance
sheet and provide a strong foundation for
future success and growth.”

Saga. Of course, he could well opt to be a
mere tonnage supplier. Either way, he has
seized an extremely rare opportunity in
cruise shipping.
Perhaps even more daringly, a brave
new start-up was launched during the crisis
in the guise of Swan Hellenic. Vodohod, a

Russian river cruise operator, resurrected
the defunct brand as a cultural expedition
line.
The ambitious company is building
three ships in Finland for deliveries in 2021
and 2022, banking on the prospect of the
current crisis coming to an end by then.

Lindblad Expeditions Holdings nine-month net incomes (thousand US$)

Audacious gambles
In the devastation, opportunities are
also being found in the specialised and
upscale cruise segment.
Fred. Olsen’s acquisition of the 2000built Amsterdam and the 1997-built
Rotterdam from Holland America Line to
replace two of its older ships added more
than 1,700 lower berths of net capacity to its
fleet, something it could not have achieved
at such speed and price if the crisis had not
occurred. This was a one-off opportunity for
the cash-strapped line to expand affordably.
“We have chosen these vessels as they
will fit seamlessly into our existing fleet of
small ships, each carrying under 1,500
guests, bringing with them new and larger
public areas whilst not compromising on our
small ship experience,” said Fred Olsen
Jr, chairman of Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines.
“This increase in our capacity demonstrates
our confidence in the future.”
Fred. Olsen was not alone; several
others also seized the opportunity. Celestyal
Cruises acquired the 1993-built Costa
neoRomantica from Costa Crociere, which,
at 57,150 gross tons, was now by far the
largest ship in its fleet. Mystic Invest, the
owner of Mystic Cruises, also snapped up a
former CMV vessel, the 55,820-gross-ton
Vasco da Gama, at the bargain price of €9.5
million; that translated into only about €170
per gross ton, cheaper than the 2020
average price for scrap steel. Far more
noticeably, Marios Iliopoulos, the owner of a
Greek high-speed ferry company, bought
five mid-size cruise ships from Carnival
Corporation and the CMV insolvency estate,
spending no more than $70 million.
In this climate, regardless of the
irresistible bargains, Iliopoulos’s project may
be deemed a gamble, and an audacious
one at that. With five ships, he could enter
the cruise market at the middle level. His
start-up could be a bigger entity than
brands like Fred. Olsen, Celestyal, and

Source: Lindblad Expeditions Holdings, Inc.

Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines nine-month net results (million NOK)

Source: Bonheur ASA

Saga Cruises six-month gross profits/losses (million GBP)

Source: Saga plc
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Vodohod clearly is confident about
specialised ocean cruise market in the postpandemic world. Moreover, it saw bigger
opportunities in Asia.
In September it entered an extensive
strategic partnership agreement with Tam
Wing Kun Holdings Ltd in order to gain
direct access to the Asian market. In the
following month, the group’s river cruising
arm, Vodohod Russian River Cruises, which
operated 26 three- to five-star vessels,
reached a similar agreement with the same
partner.
Some smaller expedition cruise lines
have also gambled on an early restart and
paid hefty prices. Because of inadequate
sanitation and failure to follow protocols, a
large number of Covid-19 infections
occurred on board a Hurtigruten ship in
July, prompting other cruise lines to extend
suspensions. This was one case where a
brashly executed gamble failed.
The picture of this segment is far more
mixed than that of the larger cruise lines.
There are definitely more varied activities,
partly engendered by perceived
opportunities. Many strategic moves can be
regarded as bold gambles.
In the current crisis, there is an
unmistakable trend among some smaller
cruise operators of seizing the opportunity
to move up the value chain. Saga and Fred.
Olsen are two such examples. Their product
propositions are evolving towards the upper
end. With newer ships, this has become
achievable. They are also now expanding
into river cruises. Operating old ships in the
shadows of major players, these cruise lines
have not expanded much in recent years.
Now there may be an opportunity for them
to grow.

in April 2018. At the beginning of October,
Fred. Olsen’s 101-night 2022 world cruise
attracted £1 million in sales during the first
week.
“Luxury travellers simply cannot wait to
get back on the oceans to see the world
again,” said Jason Montague, president and

CEO of Regent Seven Seas.
While the cruise industry across the
board suffers severe financial losses, in the
final analysis there is a key difference
between the larger and smaller cruise
segments: there are far more opportunities
for smaller operators. g

Lindblad Expeditions Holdings nine-month total operating expenses
(thousand US$)

Source: Lindblad Expeditions Holdings, Inc.

Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines nine-month operating costs (million NOK)

Positive signs
While the guidance changes constantly
as the impact of Covid-19 is continuously
assessed, it is generally accepted that 2020
will be a lost year for the cruise industry. The
prognosis for the first half of 2021 is not
hopeful either. But there are reasons to be
optimistic in the longer term, provided an
operator can survive the protracted crisis.
There are distant bright lights in the
firmament that have never faded.
Could there really be pent-up demand
that will be unleashed as soon as the crisis
ends? Various cruise lines have reported
sporadic surges in bookings. In October, in
the midst of the second wave of Covid-19
infections, Regent Seven Seas reported its
largest-ever booking day in the UK when
sales for its 2022–23 Voyages Collection
opened. The line’s previous record was set
24
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Lindblad Expeditions Holdings long-term debts, less current portions
(thousand US$)

Source: Lindblad Expeditions Holdings, Inc.
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